THE VENTAHOOD DIFFERENCE

1. GREASE EXTRACTION

Laboratory testing of competitive units shows that only about 30% of the grease is collected in the filter during typical residential cooking.

**Magic Lung® vs. Other Brands**

- **Magic Lung®** collects 99% of the grease 100% of the time.
- Only about 30% of the grease is collected in the filter during typical residential cooking.

2. QUIET & POWERFUL

Variable speed blowers become louder and louder as CFM increases.

**Magic Lung® vs. Other Brands**

- **Magic Lung®** blower supplies 300 CFM of air flow—combining multiple blowers will meet any air flow requirement without increasing the noise level.
- Noisy variable speed blower.

3. EFFICIENT

Filters obstruct air flow and spoil the collector properties of the canopy.

**Magic Lung® vs. Other Brands**

- **Magic Lung®** blower system is a wide open, active collector that invites contaminants in. A proper collector is the most critical element for good cooking ventilation and requires 1/3 less air flow than a filter-style range hood.

*Images and diagrams illustrate the claims.*
4 EASY TO CLEAN

Cleaning the grease from behind the filter is nearly impossible. Access is limited by components and sharp protrusions. Even the motor gets greasy.

**MAGIC LUNG® VS OTHER BRANDS**

The new in-the-shield grease tray (optional) makes routine cleaning easier than ever. If desired, the Magic Lung® blower comes apart for easy cleaning in soapy water or a dishwasher.

5 FIRE SAFETY

Cooking fires are the leading cause of home fires (150,000 per year - NFPA) Filters are flammable and can sustain a secondary fire near the inlet to the blower leading to a duct fire. Fire insurance claims against filtered hoods are common.

**MAGIC LUNG® VS OTHER BRANDS**

The Magic Lung® constant-speed blower is designed to keep grease and flame from entering the duct. In over 75 years, Vent-A-Hood has never received a report of an attic or wall fire when the Magic Lung® has been in use.

6 WARRANTY

We've got you covered with the best warranty in the industry. Vent-A-Hood® has long been the most respected name in ventilation. Our products are guaranteed to work and we stand on over 75 years of manufacturing the highest quality ventilation products. Our family is devoted to your satisfaction.
DESIGNER SERIES
BEAUTY AND PERFORMANCE

• Custom Designs
• Over 200 metallic or painted finishes
• All models include the Magic Lung® blower system
• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts.

Available with:
• 18 or 24 gauge vertical bands
• Lip treatment or horizontal bands
• Pot rails or galley rails

Hoods shown with optional finish and trim. See your local dealer for details.
Hoods shown with optional finish and trim. See your local dealer for details.
UNDER CABINET
PRH6-K

• COMPACT DESIGN WITH LINEAR STYLING IS THE IDEAL UPGRADE REPLACEMENT HOOD

• INCLUDES THE K SERIES BLOWER SYSTEM, WHICH IS PERFECT FOR LIGHT TO MODERATE COOKING (SOUND RATING IS 7.4 SONES AT HIGH SPEED)

• 50 WATT HALOGEN LIGHTS FEATURE A DUAL SWITCH FOR DIMMING TO 25 WATTS. NOT AVAILABLE WITH FLUORESCENT LIGHTS

• EQUIPPED WITH THE SensaSource® HEAT SENSOR

• AVAILABLE IN POPULAR PAINT COLORS (BISCUIT, BLACK, GUNSMOKE AND WHITE ONLY) AND STAINLESS STEEL

• DESIGNED FOR EITHER TOP VENT OR BACK VENT INSTALLATIONS

• RECOMMENDED MOUNTING HEIGHT IS 21” – 24” ABOVE THE COOKING SURFACE

UNDER CABINET
SLH6-K

• COMPACT DESIGN WITH PATENTED EMERALD LIP IS THE IDEAL UPGRADE REPLACEMENT HOOD

• INCLUDES THE K SERIES BLOWER SYSTEM, WHICH IS PERFECT FOR LIGHT TO MODERATE COOKING (SOUND RATING IS 7.4 SONES AT HIGH SPEED)

• 50 WATT HALOGEN LIGHTS FEATURE A DUAL SWITCH FOR DIMMING TO 25 WATTS. NOT AVAILABLE WITH FLUORESCENT LIGHTS

• EQUIPPED WITH THE SensaSource® HEAT SENSOR

• AVAILABLE IN POPULAR PAINT COLORS (BISCUIT, BLACK, GUNSMOKE AND WHITE ONLY) AND STAINLESS STEEL

• DESIGNED FOR EITHER TOP VENT OR BACK VENT INSTALLATIONS

• RECOMMENDED MOUNTING HEIGHT IS 21” – 24” ABOVE THE COOKING SURFACE
Euro-Style 1

30 inch wall-mount

Euro-Style 2

30 inch wall-mount

Euro-Style 3

30 inch wall-mount

Island liner

24-27 inch liner

21-24 inch liner

Island liner

27-30 inch liner

24-27 inch liner

21-24 inch liner

30 inch under cabinet

• Linear styling perfectly accents the professional-styled kitchen
• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper
• Recommended mounting height is 24” – 27” above the cooking surface
• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
• 9” tall, 21” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 2” tall front lip
• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
• 600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
• 900 CFM Widths: 42” and 48”
• 1200 CFM Width: 48”

Also available in custom sizes
UNDER CABINET

NPH9

• Rounded front lip provides a modern visual impact

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Recommended mounting height is 24” – 27” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 9” tall, 21” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 3” tall front lip

• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”

• 600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”

• 900 CFM Widths: 42” and 48”

• 1200 CFM Width: 48”

Also available in custom sizes
UNDER CABINET
SLH9

- Soft cut corners of the patented Emerald lip yield a contemporary feel
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 Watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper
- Recommended mounting height is 24” – 27” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 9” tall, 21” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 2” tall front lip
- 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
- 600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
- 900 CFM Widths: 42” and 48”
- 1200 CFM Width: 48”

Also available in custom sizes
**WALL MOUNT**
**PRH18**

- **Linear styling perfectly accents the professional-styled kitchen**
- **Includes the Magic Lung® blower system**
- **50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights**
- **Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)**
- **Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper**
- **Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8', 9' and 10' ceiling heights or in custom sizes**
- **Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface**
- **Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit**
- **18” tall, 24” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 6” tall front lip. 27” bottom depth is also available**
- **300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”**
- **600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”, 48” and 54”**
- **900 CFM Widths: 42”, 48”, 54” and 60”**
- **1200 CFM Widths: 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”**

**Also available in custom sizes**
• Rounded front lip provides a modern visual impact

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Includes warming light bar (heat lamp bulbs not included). See page 38 for more information

• Shown with optional warming shelf assembly (sold separately). See page 38 for more information

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8', 9' and 10' ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 18” tall, 24” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 4” tall front lip, 27” bottom depth is also available

• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”

• 600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”, 48” and 54”

• 900 CFM Widths: 42”, 48”, 54” and 60”

• 1200 CFM Widths: 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”

Also available in custom sizes
WALL MOUNT
SLH 18

• Soft cut corners of the patented Emerald lip yield a contemporary feel

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8’, 9’ and 10’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 18” tall, 24” bottom depth, 12” top depth, 3” tall front lip. 27” bottom depth is also available

• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”

• 600 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42”, 48” and 54”

• 900 CFM Widths: 42”, 48”, 54” and 60”

• 1200 CFM Widths: 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”

Also available in custom sizes
• Linear styling perfectly accets the professional-styled kitchen

• Available with either Magic Lung® or K series blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights (K-series models excluded)

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 24" above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 14" tall, 21" bottom depth, 10" x 10" top, 2 5/8" tall lip

• 250 CFM Widths: 30", 36", 42" and 48"

• 300 CFM Widths: 30", 36", 42" and 48"

• 600 CFM Widths: 36", 42" and 48"

Magic Lung® models also available in custom sizes
EURO STYLE
WALL MOUNT
SLDH14

• Soft cut corners of the patented Emerald lip yield a contemporary feel

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 24” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 14” tall, 21” bottom depth, 10” x 10” top, 2” tall lip

• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”

• 600 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”

Also available in custom sizes
Euro Style Wall Mount
EH18/EPTH18

• Linear styling perfectly accents the professional styled kitchen

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8’, 9’ and 10’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 18” tall, 24” bottom depth, 4” tall lip. 27” bottom depth is also available

• EH18
  600 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions 12” Wide x 12” Deep

• EPTh18
  900 CFM Widths: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”
  1200 CFM Widths: 54”, 60” and 66”
  Top Dimensions 26” Wide x 14” Deep

Also available in custom sizes
EURO STYLE
WALL MOUNT
NEPH 18/NEPTH 18

• Rounded front lip provides a modern visual impact

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8', 9' and 10' ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 18” tall, 24” bottom depth, 4” tall lip. 27” bottom depth is also available

• NEPH18
  600 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions 12” Wide x 12” Deep

• NEPTH18
  900 CFM Widths: 42”, 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”
  1200 CFM Widths: 54”, 60” and 66”
  Top Dimensions 26” Wide x 14” Deep

Also available in custom sizes
**Euro Style Wall Mount**  
**SEPH18/SEPTH18**

- Soft cut corners of the patented Emerald lip yield a contemporary feel
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
- Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8', 9' and 10' ceiling heights or in custom sizes
- Recommended mounting height is 30" above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 18" tall, 24" bottom depth, 3" tall lip, 27" bottom depth is also available

**SEPH18**
- 600 CFM Widths: 36", 42" and 48"
- Top Dimensions: 12" Wide x 12" Deep

**SEPTH18**
- 900 CFM Widths: 42", 48", 54", 60" and 66"
- 1200 CFM Widths: 54", 60" and 66"
- Top Dimensions: 26" Wide x 14" Deep

Also available in custom sizes
CONTEMPORARY WALL MOUNT GTH-K

- Compact glass front design with a contemporary feel
- Includes the the K Series blower system, which is perfect for light to moderate cooking (sound rating is 7.4 Sones at high speed)
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor
- Available in stainless steel
- Includes fixed length stainless steel rails
- Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7’, 8’ and 9’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes. Duct cover is 12” x 12” with a rounded front
- Recommended mounting height is 24” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 8” tall, 21” bottom depth, 1 3/4” tall lip on sides
- 250 CFM Width: 36”
**Contemporary Wall Mount ZTH**

- **Glass front design with a contemporary feel for use over most professional style ranges**
- **Includes the Magic Lung® blower system**
- **50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts**
- **Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor**
- **Available in stainless steel**
- **Includes fixed length stainless steel rails**
- **Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately) available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes**
- **Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface**
- **Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit**
- **12” tall, 24” bottom depth, 1” tall lip on sides**
- **600 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48” Duct cover is 12” wide x 12” deep with a rounded front**
- **900 CFM Width: 54” Duct cover is 28” wide x 12” deep with a rounded front**
CONTEMPORARY WALL MOUNT
cweH6-K

• Compact split-layered visual effect is the ideal addition to any contemporary kitchen

• Includes the K Series blower system, which is perfect for light to moderate cooking (sound rating is 7.4 Sones at high speed)

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor

• Available in popular paint colors (biscuit, black, gunsmoke and white only) and stainless steel

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7’, 8’ and 9’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 24” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 6” tall, 21” bottom depth

• 250 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
CONTEMPORARY WALL MOUNT
CWEH9

• **Split-layered visual effect** is the ideal addition to any contemporary kitchen

• **Includes the Magic Lung® blower system**

• **50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts**

• **Equipped with SensaSource® heat sensor**

• **Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel**

• **Shown with matching wall mount duct covers (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes**

• **Recommended mounting height is 27" above the cooking surface**

• **Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit**

• **9" tall, 21" bottom depth**

• **300 CFM Widths: 30", 36", 42" and 48" Single Duct Cover**

• **600 CFM Widths: 30", 36", 42", 48" and 54" Single Duct Cover**

• **900 CFM Widths: 42", 48", 54" and 60" Dual Duct Covers**

• **1200 CFM Widths: 48", 54", 60" and 66" Dual Duct Covers**
CONTEMPORARY
WALL MOUNT
CWLH9

• Multi-layered visual effect is the ideal addition to any contemporary kitchen

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel

• Includes stainless steel galley rail

• Shown with matching wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7’, 8’, and 9’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 27” above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 9” tall, 21” bottom depth, 4 1/2” tall lip

• 300 CFM Widths: 30”, 36”, 42” and 48”
  Duct cover is 12” wide x 12” deep

• 600 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Duct cover is 12” wide x 12” deep

• 900 CFM Widths: 54” and 60”
  Duct cover is 26” wide x 12” deep

• 1200 CFM Widths: 60” and 66”
  Duct cover is 34” wide x 12” deep

Also available in custom sizes
CONTEMPORARY WALL MOUNT XLH12

- Unique rounded shape creates a “one-of-a-kind” statement
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor
- Available in stainless steel
- Includes brass, copper, stainless steel or mirror stainless steel lip treatment
- Shown above and at right with matching 8” finished round duct (sold separately) and round duct collars (sold separately, square duct collars also available). Shown below left with matching 10” x 10” wall mount duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7’, 8’ and 9’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes
- Recommended mounting height is 24” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 12” tall, 21” bottom depth, 2” tall lip
- 600 CFM Widths: 30” and 36”

XLH12 with optional 10” x 10” duct cover
EURO STYLE
ISLAND
PYDH18/EPIH18
EPITH18

- Linear styling perfectly accents the professional-styled kitchen
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors, stainless steel, real brass, real copper or hammered copper
- Shown with matching island duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8’, 9’ and 10’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes
- Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 18” tall, 4” tall lip
- PYDH18
  550 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions 12” Wide x 12” Deep
  Bottom Depth – 27”
- EPIH18
  550 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions 12” Wide x 12” Deep
  Bottom Depth – 29”
- EPITH18
  1100 CFM Widths: 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”
  Top Dimensions 15” Wide x 15” Deep
  Bottom Depth – 30”

Also available in custom sizes
• Soft cut corners of the patented Emerald lip yield a contemporary feel
• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel. Not available in real brass, real copper or hammered copper
• Shown with matching island duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 8’, 9’ and 10’ ceiling heights or in custom sizes
• Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface
• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
• ISDH18
  550 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions: 12” Wide x 12” Deep
  Bottom Depth: 27”
• SEPIH18
  550 CFM Widths: 36”, 42” and 48”
  Top Dimensions: 12” Wide x 12” Deep
  Bottom Depth: 30”
• SEPITH18
  1100 CFM Widths: 48”, 54”, 60” and 66”
  Top Dimensions: 15” Wide x 15” Deep
  Bottom Depth: 30”
  Also available in custom sizes
CONTEMPORARY ISLAND CIEH9

- Split-layered visual effect is the ideal addition to any contemporary kitchen
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
- Equipped with SensaSource® heat sensor
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
- Shown with matching island duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes. Duct covers are 20” wide x 42” deep at the bottom, 14” wide x 14” deep at the top
- Recommended mounting height is 30” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 9” tall, 27” bottom depth
- 550 CFM Widths: 36”, 42”, 48” and 54” Single Duct Cover
- 1100 CFM Widths: 60” and 66” Dual Duct Covers
Contemporary Island CILH9

- Multi-layered visual effect is the ideal addition to any contemporary kitchen
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
- Includes stainless steel galley rail
- Shown with matching island duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes. Duct covers are 20" wide x 14" deep at the bottom, 14" wide x 14" deep at the top
- Recommended mounting height is 30" above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 9" tall, 30" bottom depth, 4 1/2" tall lip
- 550 CFM Widths: 42", 48" and 54"
  Single Duct Cover
- 1100 CFM Widths: 60" and 66"
  Dual duct covers
  Also available in custom sizes
CONTEMPORARY ISLAND IZTH

• Glass front design with a contemporary feel for use over most professional style ranges

• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor

• Available in stainless steel

• Includes fixed length stainless steel rails

• Shown with matching island duct cover (sold separately), available in standard sizes for 7', 8' and 9' ceiling heights or in custom sizes

• Recommended mounting height is 30" above the cooking surface

• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit

• 14” tall, 30” bottom depth, 1” tall lip on sides

• 550 CFM Widths: 42” and 48”
  Duct cover is 18” wide x 15” deep

• 1100 CFM Widths: 54”, 60” and 66”
  Duct cover is 22” wide x 15” deep
Wall Mount Liner Insert KHSLD

- Liner insert with a compact design for use in narrow depth installations
- Includes the K Series blower system, which is perfect for light to moderate cooking (sound rating is 7.4 Sones at high speed)
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor
- Available in popular paint colors (biscuit, black, gunsmoke and white only) and stainless steel
- Designed for either top vent or back vent installations
- Recommended mounting height is 21” – 24” above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 6” tall, 18” bottom depth, 16 1/2” top depth, 2 1/2” tall lip
- 250 CFM Widths: 28 3/8”, 34 3/8” and 40 3/8” Top width 5” less than bottom width
WALL MOUNT LINER INSERT
BHSLD/BHPSLD/BHPSLB

• Liner inserts designed to fit most any application
• Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
• Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
• Recommended mounting height is 26” – 27” (BHSLD) or 27” – 30” (BHPSLB and BHPSLD) above the cooking surface
• Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
• 12” tall, 12” top depth, 3” tall lip

BHSLD
300 CFM Widths:
28 3/8”, 34 3/8” and 40 3/8”
600 CFM Widths:
28 3/8”, 34 3/8”, 40 3/8” and 46 3/8”
900 CFM Width 46 3/8”
Top width 6” less than bottom width
19 1/4” bottom depth

BHPSLD
600 CFM Widths:
28 3/8”, 34 3/8”, 40 3/8”, 46 3/8” and 52 3/8”
900 CFM Widths:
46 3/8”, 52 3/8” and 58 3/8”
1200 CFM Widths:
52 3/8”, 58 3/8” and 64 3/8”
Top width 6” less than bottom width
22 1/2” bottom depth

BHPSLB
900 CFM Width*:
40 3/8”
1200 CFM Width:
46 3/8”
22 1/2” bottom depth
Top width is the same as bottom width
Custom liner inserts also available

*Halogen only
ISLAND LINER INSERT

THSLE/THPSLE

- Liner inserts designed to fit most any application
- Includes the Magic Lung® blower system
- 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Also available with fluorescent lights
- Equipped with the SensaSource® heat sensor (halogen light models only)
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
- Recommended mounting height is 30" above the cooking surface
- Suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit
- 12" tall, 3" tall lip
- THSLE
  550 CFM Widths: 36", 42" and 48"
  Top width 12" less than bottom width
  15" Top Depth
  27" Bottom depth
- THPSLE
  1100 CFM Widths: 48", 54", 60" and 66"
  Top width 16" less than bottom width
  22" Top Depth
  30" Bottom depth
  Custom liner inserts also available
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, WE WILL MAKE IT
CREATE YOUR OWN CUSTOM HOOD IN 3 EASY STEPS

**Step 1**  Determine what width, CFM and lighting is required for your application. A hood selection checklist can be found on pages 42-43 of this catalog.

**Step 2**  Sketch the hood of your dreams. Make sure to include as many dimensions as you can; they’re important.

**Step 3**  Add color, trim, pot rails or other decorative features to truly make it your own. Decorative options can be found on pages 38-39.
CUSTOM
HOODS
AIR RECOVERY SYSTEM

ARS

• Our revolutionary ARS technology is ideal for applications where ducting is not an option

• Includes the Duct-Free K Series blower system

• 50 watt halogen lights feature a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts

• Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel (PDAH14-K is also available in overlay finishes)

• Recommended mounting height is 24" above the cooking surface
While conventional ductless hoods return contaminates into the kitchen, a duct-free Vent-A-Hood is different. The 4-phase ARS Patent-Pending process systematically eliminates contaminants, reclaiming the air and returning it clean and fresh into the kitchen.

Phase 1 Active canopy technology effectively captures cooking vapors

Phase 2 Centrifugal grease extractor removes grease from air stream

Phase 3 Massive activated carbon bed has 50 times more exposure than conventional ductless hoods

Phase 4 High efficiency microfilter uses interception, impaction and diffusion process to capture even minute smoke particles

And because the 4 Phase Process works so well, your home interior, including furnishings and fabrics, stay cleaner and last longer.
REMOTE BLOWER SYSTEM

• **ROOF MOUNT OR WALL MOUNT APPLICATION**

• **FINISHED IN A DURABLE GUNSMOKE GRAY POWDER COATING**

• **INCLUDES A SCREEN TO PREVENT DEBRIS AND ANIMALS FROM ENTERING THE DUCTING**

• **POWERFUL 1000 AND 1500 CFM MODELS AVAILABLE**

• **COMPATIBLE WITH VARIABLE SPEED CONTROL FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY**
THE BBQ EXTENSION KIT

- Can be attached to most standard 18” tall hoods
- Available in popular standard or custom paint colors and stainless steel
- The extension kit extends the blower over the cooking surface for better performance
- Save the cost of building out the wall for installation

ACCESSORIES

- Optional pullout E-Z clean grease trays
- All-In-One Warming Shelf & Spice Rack
- Accessory rail

OR CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN HOOD

- Choose your style & depth: 27”, 30”, 33” or any custom depth
- Single installation process
- More canopy space for better performance
- Available in any custom depth
- Save the cost of building out the wall for installation
OPTIONAL FEATURES

LIGHTS

Halogen lights (H models) – standard in most models shown, 50-watt halogen lights come with a dual switch for dimming to 25 watts. Bulbs included. For hoods 24” to 41” wide, two lights; 42” to 53” wide, three lights; 54” to 66” wide, four lights. Each island hood has four halogen lights, one in each corner. Fluorescent lights are available in place of halogen lights. Fluorescent models do not have SensaSource. Replacement bulbs or alternate bulb types (fluorescent or LED) may be obtained from your local hardware or lighting store.

Warming light bar (WBAR model) – available in most 18” tall and taller wall-mount hoods. Light bar housing is made of stainless steel in all hoods. Bulbs not included. Not available in island or euro-style hoods.

Warming light housing (WL-1 model) – available in selected under-cabinet models. Light housing is made of stainless steel in all hoods. Bulbs not included. Not available in island or euro-style hoods.

SHELVES

Warming shelves – include fold-down wire shelves and stainless steel backsplash. Shelves are 14” wide and 10” deep. Backsplash is 15” high and extends the width of the hood. Ledge is 3-1/2” deep.

RAILS

Pot rail – 5/8” diameter brass, chrome or copper rails add a beautiful effect to any style hood. Specify pot rail for front and/or sides on under-cabinet and wall-mount hoods. Specify pot rail for front and/or back, sides or all around island hoods (island hood illustrated).

Stainless steel galley rail is included standard on CWLH9 and CILH9 hoods. Also available as an option on other selected models.

Fixed length stainless steel rail is included standard on GTH, ZTH and IZTH hoods. Also available as an option on other selected models.

ACCESSORY RAILS

The accessory rail is a new feature from Vent-A-Hood® that is multi-functional and interchangeable. It can be positioned as a warming shelf or a spice rack. The kit includes mounting hardware, accessory rail, two hanger brackets and two warming shelves and/or spice racks. For use on all under cabinet and wall mount hoods. It can be installed with a wall mount liner by attaching bracket to adjacent cabinets. Shelves are 10 1/2” deep by 13 1/2” wide and spice rack is 4 1/4” deep by 13 1/2” wide.
FINISHES

- Standard powder-coat smooth paint finishes – biscuit, gunsmoke, satin black or white. Also available in custom colors; ask for the Vent-A-Hood® Custom Color Chart.
- Special powder-coat textured paint finishes* – black river, copper vein**, gold vein**, silver vein or white river.
- Stainless steel
- Metal overlay*** – real brass, real copper, hammered copper, antiqued copper or antiqued hammered copper. Powder-coat paint interior standard. Stainless steel interior available upon request, additional charges will apply.

* Additional charge applies.
** These paint colors are used for interior colors on real copper or real brass hoods. If desired, the entire hood can be painted with these colors. Additional charges will apply.
*** Real brass, real copper and hammered copper hoods oxidize and/or tarnish over time, and therefore will require regular polishing. Antiqued copper and antiqued hammered copper finishes do not require regular polishing. Polishing antiqued finishes will remove the patina.

BANDS

- Vertical bands – 1" or 2" 18-gauge vertical bands. Bands are laminated to the hood standard. May be attached with rivet caps or hex nuts upon request. 1" or 2" 24-gauge vertical bands are also available. Bands are attached to hood with either rivet caps or hex nuts.
- ¼" thick copper vertical bands. Heavy bands are attached to hood using large copper rivets.

LIP TREATMENT

- A band of any of the paint finishes or metals can also be attached to the front of the lip.
- 24-gauge lip treatment partially “reveals” the lip around the beveled edges. Attached to hood with either rivet caps or hex nuts. Cannot be used in conjunction with pot rail.
- 18-gauge lip treatment with full-lip coverage. Lip treatment is laminated to the hood standard. May be attached with rivet caps or hex nuts upon request. May be used in conjunction with pot rail.

BACKSPLASHES

- Available in standard and custom sizes. Available in checkered, diamond or plain.
To perfectly complement the style of your kitchen, Vent-A-Hood® offers the additional styles described on these two pages. Additionally, Vent-A-Hood® has long been a leader at providing customized solutions for special requirements, whether minor modifications to existing products or more substantial technological and aesthetic innovations.

UNDER CABINET

SL6/SLH6 EMERALD
6" tall front on this under-cabinet hood provides an ideal replacement where low cabinet height is a problem and high performance is required. Note: 9" tall back. The SLH6-K is also available for standard electric cooking equipment. See page 6 for details.

XR9/XRH9 EXCALIBUR
Uniquely European under-cabinet hood combines a rounded shape with bold, black bands. Note that black bands are standard, alternate finishes available.

F FLAIRLINE
Traditional under-cabinet model works well in any kitchen design. Fluorescent lights only.

WALL-MOUNT

DA8/DAH8 FLAIRLINE
Classic design of this wall-mount hood fits any kitchen. Choose vertical ends that are perfect for installation between cabinets, or optional concave ends for a French Country look.

PWV8/PWVH8 SLOPELINE
Clean slope and defined front lip create a traditional wall-mount design that can have either vertical or optional sloped ends for between-cabinet and freestanding installations.

TLH/TILT
Tilt-out wall-mount hood is fronted with your cabinet material to provide visual continuity of cabinetry. The hood can easily be pulled out when needed and pushed closed when not in use.

CX30/CXH30 CONVEX
European design of this rounded wall-mount hood works well in any kitchen. Optional convex ends are also available to complete the "barrel shape" on all three sides. 27" bottom depth also available.

DA30/DAH30 FLAIRLINE
Concave shape on this classic wall-mount design looks great in any kitchen. Choose vertical ends that are perfect for installation between cabinets, or optional concave ends for a French Country look.

PW30/PWVH30 SLOPELINE
Clean slope and defined front lip create a traditional wall-mount design that can have either vertical or optional sloped ends for between-cabinet and freestanding installations.

SL30/SLH30 EMERALD
The popular up-to-date contemporary design of this wall-mount hood with soft-cut corners have either vertical or optional sloped ends for between-cabinet and freestanding installations.

CW/CWH CONTEMPORARY
Stand-alone hood can have optional clipped or rounded corners. Add optional offsets to create a lip. Optional square, rectangular or rounded duct covers are also smart additions.

ISL18/ISLH18 EMERALD
Island hood with classic freestanding design works well in any kitchen design. Island hoods are recommended to mount 30" above the cooking surface.

ISL30/ISLH30 EMERALD
Strongly rectangular design with or without veering forward. Square and round duct covers can nicely complement the style of your kitchen. Professional range hoods combine a rounded shape with bold, black bands. Note that black bands are standard, alternate finishes available.

ISL18/ISLH18 EMERALD
Island hood with classic freestanding design works well in any kitchen design. Island hoods are recommended to mount 30" above the cooking surface.

ISL30/ISLH30 EMERALD
Strongly rectangular design with or without veering forward. Square and round duct covers can nicely complement the style of your kitchen. Professional range hoods combine a rounded shape with bold, black bands. Note that black bands are standard, alternate finishes available.

ISF18/ISFH18 FLAIRLINE
Concave island design complements any design style kitchen. Soft-cut corners and contemporary design make this a striking island hood. Island hoods are recommended to mount 30" above the cooking surface.

ISF30/ISFH30 FLAIRLINE
Strongly rectangular design with or without veering forward. Square and round duct covers can nicely complement the style of your kitchen. Professional range hoods combine a rounded shape with bold, black bands. Note that black bands are standard, alternate finishes available.

IXR18/IXRH18 EXCALIBUR
European design of this island hood is standard with black bands, alternate finishes available. Optional convex ends are also available to complete the "barrel shape" on all three sides. 27" bottom depth also available.

PL18/PLH18 PROFESSIONAL
Linear styled island hood accents the professionally-styled kitchen. Island hoods are recommended to mount 30" above the cooking surface (except 23-3/4" above the cooking surface).
ISLAND

ISF8/ISFH8 Flairline
Concave island design complements any style kitchen.

ISL8/ISLH8 Emerald
Soft-cut corners and contemporary design make this a striking island hood.

IXR8/IXRH8 Excalibur
European design of this island hood is standard with black bands, alternate finishes available.

PL8/PLH8 Professional
Linear styled island hood accents the professionally-styled kitchen.

PLX8/PLXH8 Professional
Linear styled island hood accents the professionally-styled kitchen.

PY8/PYH8 Slopeline
Island hood with classic freestanding design works well in any kitchen.

ICX30/ICXH30 Convex
Uniquely European island hood with rounded shape complements any design setting.

ISF30/ISFH30 Flairline
Concave island design complements any style kitchen.

ISL30/ISLH30 Emerald
Soft-cut corners and contemporary design make this a striking island hood.

Note: Base model numbers with an “H” have halogen lights; those without an “H” have fluorescent lights.

9” under-cabinet hoods are recommended to mount 24” - 27” above the cooking surface and 6” under-cabinet hoods are recommended to mount 21” - 24” above the cooking surface.

Wall-mounted hoods are recommended to mount 30” above the cooking surface (except TLH/TILT, which is recommended to mount 23-3/4” above the cooking surface). Island hoods are recommended to mount 30” above the cooking surface.

All Vent-A-Hood® range hoods are suitable for use in covered outdoor applications when installed in a GFCI protected branch circuit.

For more detailed specification information, see our Web site, www.ventahood.com
HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR VENT-A-HOOD® RANGE HOOD

Answer the following questions to focus your search on the Vent-A-Hood® that is appropriate for your needs. You will match your cooking equipment with the correct ventilation. The specifications below apply to residential cooking equipment only. Additional specification considerations may be required for outdoor cooking equipment.

WHAT TYPE OF COOKING EQUIPMENT DO YOU HAVE?
- Standard electric
- Standard gas
- Professional-style

WHAT TYPE OF HOOD DO YOU NEED?
- Under-cabinet
- Wall-mount
- Island
- Liner insert (wall-mount or island)

WHAT SIZE OF MAGIC LUNG® BLOWER DO YOU REQUIRE?

There’s no exact science for determining your blower requirements—if you never have all your burners on at once, you don’t need to buy excessive capacity. To locate on the following chart the Magic Lung® blower that’s appropriate for you, consider the type of hood you want, the type of equipment you use, and your cooking habits—whether you use all or only part of the BTU/Watt value of the cooking equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOOD TYPE</th>
<th>COOKING EQUIPMENT</th>
<th>MULTI-BURNER COOKTOP RATING* (BTU/WATTS)</th>
<th>BBQ, WOK OR GRIDLE (BTU/WATTS)</th>
<th>MAGIC LUNG® BLOWER(S)*</th>
<th>EQUIVALENT CFM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall-mount or under-cabinet</td>
<td>Standard Electric</td>
<td>12,000 WATTS</td>
<td>12,000 WATTS</td>
<td>240 CFM K SERIES BLOWER</td>
<td>360 CFM 450 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under-cabinet</td>
<td>Standard Gas</td>
<td>40,000-60,000 BTU</td>
<td>24,000 WATTS</td>
<td>600 CFM (B200 DUAL BLOWER)</td>
<td>900 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall-mount</td>
<td>Standard Gas or professional-style</td>
<td>40,000-60,000 BTU</td>
<td>24,000 WATTS</td>
<td>600 CFM (B200 DUAL BLOWER)</td>
<td>900 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall-mount</td>
<td>Heavy-usage professional-style</td>
<td>60,000-90,000 BTU</td>
<td>60,000 WATTS</td>
<td>900 CFM (One B100 single blower plus one B200 dual blower)</td>
<td>1350 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall-mount</td>
<td>48” or 60” professional-style</td>
<td>80,000-120,000 BTU</td>
<td>48,000 WATTS</td>
<td>1200 CFM (Two B200 dual blowers)</td>
<td>1800 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island</td>
<td>Standard Electric, Gas or professional-style</td>
<td>40,000-60,000 BTU</td>
<td>24,000 WATTS</td>
<td>550 CFM (T200 Island dual blower)</td>
<td>900 CFM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island</td>
<td>Heavy-usage professional-style</td>
<td>80,000-120,000 BTU</td>
<td>48,000 WATTS</td>
<td>1100 CFM (T200 Island cluster blower)</td>
<td>1800 CFM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the Magic Lung® uses centrifugal filtration units rather than conventional baffle or mesh filters, the Magic Lung® blower can handle cooking equipment with higher cubic feet per minute (CFM) requirements and can deliver equivalent CFM much more efficiently than other filtration systems. When comparing the Magic Lung® with blower units made by other manufacturers, use the “Equivalent CFM.”

*Multi-burner cooktops are not generally operated at full capacity, whereas BBQs, woks and griddles are often operated at full capacity.

MODEL NUMBER DECODING:

Here is an explanation of our model number codes: ex. PRH18-236 SS

- In this example, PR is the model. Other examples are SL, EP, etc.
- H means the hood has halogen lights. No H means the hood has fluorescent lights.
- 18 is the hood height in inches.
- 2 is the number of blower motors.
- 36 is the hood width in inches.
- SS designates the finish.
  - SS — Stainless steel
  - BL — Painted black
  - OL — Overlay, either real brass, real copper or hammered copper.*

*It is necessary to specify exterior metal and interior color when the finish is overlay.
WHAT HEIGHT HOOD DO YOU NEED?

The hood height is dependent upon the recommended distance between your cooking surface and your cabinet, soffit or ceiling. The most common applications are listed below but we have a hood or a hood and duct cover combination for nearly every situation.

Note: exceeding the recommended maximum mounting height may compromise performance. See the recommended height illustration for your chosen hood.

- 6” Under Cabinet – For a 27” to 30” space between cooking surface and mounting surface (see illustrations on page 6)
- 9” Under Cabinet – For a 30” to 33” space between cooking surface and mounting surface (see illustrations on pages 7-9 and 40)
- 18” Wall Mount or Island – For a 48”+ space between cooking surface and mounting surface (see illustrations on pages 10-12, 15-17 and 40-41)
- 30” Wall Mount or Island – For a 60”+ space between cooking surface and mounting surface (see illustrations on pages 40-41)
- Other

WHAT WIDTH HOOD DO YOU NEED?

Wherever possible, the width of under-cabinet and wall-mount hoods should overlap the burners 3” - 6” on each side. Island hoods must overlap by 3” - 6” for proper performance. Vent-A-Hood® range hoods can be manufactured to widths within 1/8”.

- 30”
- 36”
- 42”
- 48”
- 54”
- 60”
- 66”
- Other

WHAT DEPTH HOOD DO YOU NEED?

The hood should be deep enough to fully cover all burners.

- Under-cabinet
  - 19-1/2” or 21” (standard)
  - Other

- Wall-mount
  - 24” (for standard and most professional-style cooking equipment)
  - 27” (for some professional-style cooking equipment)
  - Other

- Island hood
  - 27” (for standard cooking equipment)
  - 30” (for professional-style cooking equipment)
  - Other

WHAT STYLE OF VENT-A-HOOD® RANGE HOOD DO YOU DESIRE?

On the previous pages of this catalog, you see a variety of Vent-A-Hood range hood styles and models. Under cabinet hoods are shown on pages 6-9, standard wall mount hoods on pages 10-12, euro-style wall mount hoods on pages 13-17, contemporary wall mount hoods on pages 18-23, euro-style island hoods on pages 24-25, contemporary island hoods on pages 26-28, liner inserts on pages 29-31 and ARS Duct-Free hoods on pages 34-35. Examples of special order hoods are available on pages 40-41. Options, decorative features and finishes are described on pages 36-39.

Professional
Emerald
Nouveau Pro

For more detailed specification information, reference our separate specification catalog or visit our web site at www.ventahood.com
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THE VENT-A-HOOD® MAGIC LUNG® WARRANTY

The warranty for Vent-A-Hood® Magic Lung® products is five years on the material and workmanship and five years on the internal motor(s). See www.ventahood.com for details.

Note: K-Series, M-Series, and Remote Blower products carry a one-year warranty.